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Structure and crystal-field spectra of CorAlr(SiO4)3and (Mg,Ni)3Alr(SiOn). garnet
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Axsrnacr
Synthetic CorAlr(SiOo)3garnet and (Mg,Ni)3Alr(SiO4)3garnet with Ni/(Ni + Me) :
0.15-0. 18 have been studied by single-crystalX-ray diffraction and optical spectroscopy.
The X-ray data confirm that Co2+and Ni2+ occupy the largedistorted cubic (dodecahedral)
site of the structure. Structure refinement indicates that the Ni2* ion is probably displaced
out of the centerof this site and statically or dynamically disorderedonto the 48gequipoint
at(l/8,y,1/4+y). This is consistentwith the lattice constantof the Ni-bearing garnetof
ll.47l7(7) A being significantlylarger than the lattice constant of pyrope (11.459 A),
although the ionic radius of Ni2+ is usually smaller than that of Mgz+. The lattice constant
of CorAlr(SiOo). garnet is 11.4597(2)A. Becauseof the unusual coordination geometries
of Ni'z+and Co2+,the optical spectraof the garnetsare fundamentally different from those
of other Co2*- and Ni'z+-bearing silicates. The following crystal-field parameters were
estimated from spectroscopicdata: crystal-field splitting A : 4430 sm-t (Qqz+) and 4210
srn-t (\iz+); Racah parameterB : 890 srn-t (Qqz+)and 1080 cm-' (Ni'?+).Thesedata
yield an exceptionally low crystal-field stabilization energy (CFSE) of Ni2+ in garnet of
3370 cm ', which explains the very low Ni contentsof garnetsin equilibrium with olivine.
The CFSE of Co2* in garnet of 5320 cm-' is similar to values for pyroxenesand olivine.
Therefore, the partition coefficient of Co2+betweenthese phasesshould be close to unity,
as is observed.

INrnooucrroN
The partitioning of Ni betweenolivine and pyrope garnet is strongly temperaturedependent(Griffin et al. 1989;
Canil 1994) and can be used as a geothermometer.Becausethe garnet-olivine partition coefficient of Ni is very
low and the Ni content of mantle olivine is rather uniform, a temperature estimate may be obtained by just
measuringthe Ni content of a garnet, e.g.,of an inclusion
in diamond. To understand the crystal chemistry of Ni
and Co in the garnet structure, we performed an X-ray
diffraction and optical spectroscopicstudy of synthetic
garnet.
CorAlr(SiOo),and (Mg,Ni)3Alr(SiO4)3
The most interestingaspectof the structure of the Ni,+bearinggarnetis the fact that Ni," is considerablysmaller
than Mg2+,which is the smallestof the cationscommonly
found in the dodecahedralsite in aluminous garnets(Novak and Gibbs 197l). Indeed,Mg is so small relative to
this site that it has been suggestedthat in pyrope
MgrAlr(SiOr), the Mg atom is not actually found at the
24c equipointat(l/8,0,l/4), which definesthe symmetry
of the dodecahedralsite, but is rather statically or dynamt Present address: Department of Chemistry, University of
Nebraska,Lincoln, Nebraska68588,U.S.A.
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ically disorderedinto the 489 equipoint at (L/8,y,1/4+y).
This disorder is consistent with the high degree of distortion of the thermal motion ellipsoid found for the dodecahedral site in pyrope; however, unequivocal evidence for this disorder has never been found. With the
substitution of Ni on this site, the misfit of the cation and
the site may become so great as to reveal this disorder
unequivocally.
The dodecahedralsite ofgarnet is a very unusual environment for Ni2* and Co2+,which are octahedrally coordinated in most silicates.Co2* even occasionallyenters
tetrahedralsites,e.g.,in staurolite(Burns 1993).Therefore, the optical spectraand crystal-field stabilization energiesofNi2* and Co2+in garnetsare expectedto be quite
different from other silicates.
Svnrrrnsrs oF GARNETS
CorAlr(SiOo)3garnet was prepared from an oxide mixture in the presenceoftraces ofwater in a piston-cylinder
apparatusat 45 kbar and I 100 "C for 16 h. The product
was single-phaseCorAlr(SiOo), garnet.
Ni-bearing pyrope was synthesizedin a sealed platinum capsulefrom a mixture of oxides with the bulk composition MgrNiAl.SioO,r. Two wto/obrucite was added as
a source of water. Synthesis was conducted at 80 kbar
and 1500'C for 3 h in a multi-anvil apparatus.The experimental products were dominantly garnet with a moIar ratio of Ni/(Ni + Mg) of 0. I 5-0. I 8. In addition, some
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TABLE1. B factors (%) and structuralparameters
Parameter

Co-end-member
garnet

2.2
1.7
2.6
314
18

FI

R
FI
Nd
N*,
fpt
xo
fo
4
Xu

0.0336(1
)
2(1)
0.051
0.6529(1
)

Ni-bearinggarnet

2.9
2.2
2.7
277
20
- 0.0081
(1)
0.0328(1
)
0.0493(1
)
0.6533(1
)
0.150(2)

Ni-bearing olivine, nickel-aluminum-silicate spinel and
quenched melt were present. The garnet grains used in
the present study were unzoned and free of inclusions,
according to microprobe analysis.
Both the Co-end-member garnet and Ni-bearing garnet sampleshad grain sizesof up to several hundred micrometers. The Co-end-member garnets are intensely
purple in color. The color of the Ni-bearing garnets is
between orange and pink.
ExpnmlrnNTAL

METHoDs

Single-crystal X-ray diffraction
Candidate crystals were selectedand mounted on an
Enraf-Nonius CAD4 diffractometer using graphite-monochromated MoKa radiation (Ko, : 0.70930, Ka, :
0.'71359A;. fne crystal quality was evaluated by examination of rotation photographs and the mapping of selected reflections in reciprocal spaceuntil a satisfactory
crystal was found. After determination and refinement of
the orientation matrix, one-sixteenthof reciprocal space
(h, k = 0, I > k) to (sin d)/^ n, 1.0 (d : 45") was collected
in a-20 scan mode. The crystal alignment was checked
after the collection ofevery 150 reflections, the intensity
ofstandard reflectionswas checkedevery hour. After data
collection, ry'-scandata were collected for the application
of an empirical absorption correction.
The data were corrected for Lorentz and polarization
effects,as well as for absorption. Symmetrically equivalent data were then averaged, with R-".r, : 2.2
StructurefacICorAl,(SiOo)r]or 2.9 [(Mg,Ni)rAlr(SiO4)3].
tors were weighted using a modified Poisson weighting
schemethat reducesthe influence of intense reflections.
Optical spectroscopy
To recordabsorptionspectrafrom 2500 to 27500cm-1
(near infrared to near UV), doubly polished plates with
a thickness of 32 pm were prepared from the garnets.
Measurementswere made using a Bruker IFS 120 HR
infrared spectrometer equipped with a Bruker infrared
microscope. The spot size of the beam was between 40
and 70 trrm.From every sample,three spectrain different
w a v e l e n g t hr a n g e s( 2 5 0 0 - 1 0 0 0 0 , 9 0 0 0 - 1 5 0 0 0 , a n d
12500-27 500 cm-') were accumulatedand mergedto the
final spectrum.The spectroscopicresolutionwas 4 cm-l
in the infrared and 8 cm ' in the visible and UV range.

Depending on the spectral range, different light sources
(tungsten lamp or xenon arc lamp), beamsplitters (Sicoated CaF, or quartz),and detectors(narrow-band MCT
or Si-diode) were used. Between 1000 and 5000 scans
were accumulatedfor each spectrum.

Rrsur,rs
Structure refinement
For each data set, two models were refined in space
group la3d. In the first model, the dodecahedralcation
was assumedto be ordered on equipoint 24c, requiting a
total of 16 structural parameters(O positional parameters
and anisotropic displacement factors) in addition to a
scalefactor. For the secondmodel, the dodecahedralcation was allowed to relax onto the 48g equipoint, requiring
two additional parameters,i.e., the yrrtand 0rz1s1
P?rafii€ters. In addition, the Ni content ofthe dodecahedralsite
was refined for the Ni-bearing pyrope.
Model I resulted in acceptableR factors for both materials (although it was necessaryto refine an extinction
coefficient for the Co-end-member garnet). The vibrational ellipsoids of the dodecahedralsite were large and
distorted (particularly for the Ni-bearing garnet).
The refinement of the Co data using model 2 was somewhat unstable and resulted in no changein R*. The refinement of the Ni data using model 2 resulted in a slight
improvement in R* (R*: 0.027 for model 2, R*: 0'029
for model l). Although this improvement is slight, Hamilton's (1965) significancetest indicated that it is highly
significant, i.e., the disordered cation site is clearly a better model. According to Hamilton's test, the probability
that model 2 is correctrather than model I is 99.50/0.
The vibrational ellipsoid for the dodecahedralsite in
Ni-bearing pyrope is quite large and highly anisotropic
even in model 2, although the distortion is more in line
with the values found for the Co-end-member garnet.
The displacement parameters are large for the dodecahedral site in both materials. The remaining displacement parametersfor the Co-end-member garnet are generally in accordancewith thosereported for pyrope (Gibbs
and Smith 1965; Novak and Gibbs l97l); however,all
the displacement factors for the Ni-bearing pyrope are
significantly larger than those found in pyrope or the Coend-member garnet. This perhapssuggeststhat the structure is so uncomfortable (at ambient conditions) with Ni
in the dodecahedralsite that the entire structure is placed
under considerablestrain. This strain may be attributed
to the misfit between the Ni atom and its site; if the
dodecahedralsite were perfectly rigid, then the only effect
of substituting Ni for Mg would be (as indicated by this
structure refinement) the relaxation of the Ni atoms off
of the center of the site. Indeed, the dodecahedralsite is
not perfectly rigid, and so for those sites in which Ni is
found, the coordinating O atoms shift to accommodate
the requirements of bonding to the smaller cation. These
shifts have two effects.The first is to increasethe apparent displacementcoefficient of O. The secondis to trans-
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parameters
TABLE
2. Anisotropicdisplacement
(Bvaluesx
10')
Co-end-member
garnet
111r;
22p1
121a1
23p1
11101
12p1
111r1
2261
11o

22"
33o
12o
13o
23o

56(1)
145(1)
77(31
4s(21
1(4)
37(3)
44(21
71(3)
88(3)
s1(3)
36(7)
-31(7)
-8(6)

TABLE3. Bond lengths(A) and distortionindices
Co-end-member
garnet

Ni-bearing
garnet
113(4)

30s(3)
7000)
371(8)
61(2)
-1(4)
60(3)
68(2)

s5(3)
120(3)
82(3)
36(7)
4o(7)
- 11(6)

Note; The torm ot the anisotropicdisplacementparameterfor the garnet
structure is exp(r2p,, + k2'e + l21s + hk?e + hl1$ + kB6). For the
dodecahedral[8] site, Bz : 9u,9r":0,s = 0i for the disordered dodee
ahedralsite, in additiondrs= -A,".For the octahedral[6] site, Ar, = 9""
= 9s, 9,": 9B = flzs.For the tetrahedral[4] site, 9zz= Fs, Bp: 9,s: Aa
:0.

M-o(A)
M-O',(A)
v (41
M-o(A)
v(4.)
q.e.
a.v.

M-o (A)
v(4")
q.e.
a.v.

Dodecahedral site
2.332 x 4
2.211 x 4
20.085

Ni-b€aring
garnet
2.457 x
2.245 x
2.225 x
2 . 1 7 9x
20.247

2
2
2
2

Octahedral site
1 . 8 8 7x 6
8.949
1. 0 0 1 3
4.58

1 . 8 8 9x 6
8.965
1.0013
4.61

Tetrahedral site
1 . 6 3 7x 4
2.210
1. 0 1 2 3
50.65

1 . 6 3 5x 4
2.191
1. 0 1 5 4
63.22

Note. q.e. : quadratic elongation,a.v. : angle variation; for definitions,
see Hazenand Finger1982. Bond lengths uncorrectedfor thermal motion.

transitions are expected to occur to the excited states
oTrr(D, oT,r(F),and aT,r(P).Thesetransitionscorrespond
to the three band systemscenteredat 4320,8170, and
18300cm-r(Fig. l, Table 4). Becauseof the orthorhombic site symmetry of the distorted cubic (dodecahedral)
site in garnet, the degeneracyof the oTrr(D, oTrr(F), and
oT,,(P) terms is completely lifted, causingthe splitting of
each of three major absorption bands into three components. This splitting is clearly seenin Figure l. In addition to site distortion, spin-orbit coupling may contribute
to the observedfine structure(Stahl-Bradaand Low 1959).
The band systemcanteredaround 18300 cm-' in the visible range also involves some spin-forbidden transitions
to the '?Arr(G),'T,r(D), and 'zEr(G)states.A precise assignment of the band components is not possible. The
weak feature at 22530 cm ' is due to the transition oA'r(D
-'Trr(G). Attempts were made to more preciselylocate
individual band components by deconvoluting the spectra in Figures 1 and 2 into Gaussian peaks. However, a
satisfactoryfit of the experimental data could not be obtained using a physically meaningful number of individual band components. This is probably becauseof the
intrinsic asymmetry of some bands.
If one treats the orthorhombic site symmetry as a slight
perturbation of a cubic field, crystal-field parameterscan
be estimatedfrom the barycenterof the three major band
systemscenteredat 4320,8170,and 18300cm-'. This
yields a crystal-field splitting L: 4430 cm-l and a Racah
parameter ^B: 890 cm-' (Table 6). With these parameters, a satisfactoryagreementbetween observedand preCrystal-field spectra
dicted band positions can be obtained (Table 4). In the
cubic approximation, the crystal-field stabilization energy
Crystal-field spectra of the Co-end-member and Ni) f C o 2 *i s : 6 1 4 : 5 3 2 0c m - r .
garnet
bearing
are shown in Figures I and 2, and spec- ( C F S E o
The ground state of Ni2+ in an ideal eightfold-coorditroscopic data are in Tables 4 and 5. In an ideal eightfoldcoordinated cubic environment, the ground state of Co2+ nated cubic environment is 3T'r(F). Three spin-allowed
is oArr(F). From this ground state, three spin-allowed transitions are expected to occur to the excited states

fer strains through the denselypacked garnet structure to
the other structural elements and thus cause a general
increasein the displacementcoefrcients.
Table I lists the final R factors and structural parameters,whereasTable 2 lists the final anisotropic displacement parameters.A listing of observed and final calculated structure factors may be obtained from the authors.
The unit-cell parameterswere determined by centering
a group of 18 high-angle reflections in four diffraction
conditions (routine SET4 in Enraf-Nonius's data collection package)to eliminate alignment errors. The cell parameters,constrained to a cubic cell, were 11.4597Q) A
(Co) and ll.47l7(7) A Ni). There was no significantevidenceof deviation from cubic symmetry. It is interesting
10 note that the lattice constant of the Ni-bearing garnet
is significantly larger than the lattice constant of pyrope
(11.459 A, Skinner 1956), although Ni2+ (ionic radius
0.690 A, Shannon1976)is smallerthan Mg2+(0.720A).
This is consistentwith the assumption of Ni2+ being disordered out of the center of the dodecahedralsite. The
lattice constant of the Co-end-member garnet is slightly
larger than that of pyrope, as expected from the larger
ionic radius of Co2* (0.745A) in comparisonwith Mg,+
Table 3 lists the calculatedbond lengthsand distortion
indices (compare Hazen and Finger 1982) for the two
structures.Note that the Al-O and Si-O bond lengths are
indifferent to the identity ofthe atom in the dodecahedral
site. The structural data for the Co-end-member garnet
are similar to those obtainedbv Ohashi et al. (1981).
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TABLE4. Crystal-fieldspectrum of Co.Al,(SiOo)ogarnet

Band position
(cm-')

3460
4320
5170
6910
8300
9300(shoulde0
17140
17650
18770
19640
22530
Wavenumber. cm-l

garnet,respectrumof CorAlr(SiOo),
Frcunpl. Crystal-field
normalizedto 100pm thickness.
'Trr(F), 'Arr(F), and 3Trs(P).The first two transitionsare
observedat 4070 and 62 I 0 cm- ' . They do not show any

e
[U(mol.cm)]
8.04
7.25
8.57
4.64
6.34
5.13
10.38
11 . 8 9
1 71 7
15.47
1.51

Excited
state

Barycenter
of split
bands
(cm-';

.T,n(D

4320

or,n(F)

8170

oT,n(P)

18300

Calc.
band
position
(cm ')

'Trn(G)

Note.'Termsymbolsfor undistortedcubic environmentare used. Ground
state is 4A,e(F).Positions of the spin-allowedbands are calculatedfrom
the crystal-fieldparameters in Table 6; € : molar extinction coefficientof
Co in garnet as measuredat the respectivewavenumber.

Gror.ocrclr- APPLIcATToNS
Crystal-field stabilization energiescan be used to presplitting owing to the low site symmetry. However, the
third band, centeredaround 20640 cm-', is clearly split dict the partitioning of trace elements between different
into at least two components.A weak absorption feature phases(Burns 1993). The correct order of magnitude of
at 13630cm-' is due to the spin-forbiddentransition to partition coemcientscan often be obtained by considering
the IEs(D)and 'Tr.(D) states.Estimatedcrystal-fieldpa- CFSE alone, at least for ions having high CFSE, such as
rametersare A : 4210 cm-t and B : 1080 cm-'; CFSE Ni2+, Co2+,and Cr3+in octahedralsites(Keppler 1992).
: a/,A: 3370 cm ' in the cubic-fieldapproximation(Ta- For example, the CFSE of Ni2* and Co2+ in glasses
ble 6). This simple cubic treatment, however, cannot sat- quenchedfrom pressuresup to 100 kbar have been used
isfactorily account for the relative energiesof the transi- to predict the pressuredependenceof the metal-silicate
Because melt partition coefficientsof theseelements(Keppler and
tions 3T,r(F)-'Tru(F) and 3T,r(F)-'Arr(D.
the slope of the energy of the 3Tr.(F; and 4A2s(Dterms Rubie 1993); the predicted changesin the partition coefin the Tanabe-Suganodiagram is constant (Figgis 1966), ficients have recently been confirmed experimentally
the ratio of the two transition eneryiesshould be the same (Thibault and Walter 1995).At first sight, this may seem
for any value of A or B. This ratio should be close to 2. surprising becausecrystal-field stabilization usually acThe observedratio, however,is 1.5. This cannot be ex- counts for only about I 0-300/oof the total bonding energy
plained by a simple cubic-field approximation and must of an ion. There are two explanations, however, for the
be due to the low site symmetry, possibly combined with successof considerations of CFSE in the prediction of
partition coefficients;one is basedon simple electrostatic
disorderingbetweentwo sites.
arguments, whereasthe other stems from molecular orbital theory. A simple electrostatic model predicts that
the magnitudeof A, and thereforethe magnitudeof CFSE,
varies with r-5, r being the cation-anion distance (Burns
1993).However,the Coulomb potential,which in a simple ionic model provides most of the bonding energy,
varies only with r-t . If one considersthe partitioning of
trace elementsbetween similar sites in various minerals,
the differencesin bonding energiesare relevantrather than
the total bonding energy.Thesedifferences,however, are
dominated by CFSE, as the CFSE is much more strongly
affectedby subtle changesin bond lengthsthan the Coulomb potential. In reality, the interaction betweena transition metal ion and the surroundinganionsis never purely
5000
15000
10000
25000
20000
ionic. A model that can account for both mostly ionic
Wavenumber,cm-r
and strongly covalent bonding effectsis molecular orbital
(MO) theory (Figgis1966;Huheey1983;Greenwoodand
Frcunr 2. Crystal-field spectrum of (MgrrNio,r)3Alr(SiO4)3 Earnshaw1984).In the simplestmodel, which considers
garnet, renormalized to 100 pm thickness.
only o-bonding interactions, the spectroscopically ob-
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TABLE5. Crystal-fieldspectrumof (Mgo.rNio,.)3Alr(SiO4)3
garnel
Band
position
e
(cm ')
[U(mol cm)]

4070
6210
13630
19880
21400

8.02
10.97
148
12.66I
1 1 . 8 1|

Excited state

Barycenter
of split
bands
(cm ,)

Calc.band
position
(cm')

"Trn(F)
' E r ("Arn(F)
D),'T,o(D)

3520
7730

"T'n(P)

19030

Note.'Termsymbolsfor undistortedcubic environmentare used. Ground
state is 3T1s(F).Positions of the spin-allowedbands are calculated from
the crystal-fieldparameters in Table 6; € : molar extinction coefficientof
Ni in garnet as measured at the respectivewavenumber
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TABLE6. Crystal-fieldparametersof Ni2+and Coz+in the
distorted cubic site of garnet

Co2*
Ni2*

A (cm-l)

B (cm-';

4430
4210

890
1080

0 : BlBo

CFSE (cm 1)

0.79
1

5320
3370

Notei The A : crystal-fieldsplitting;8: Racahparameter;B: nephelauxetic parameter; Bo : Racah parameter of the free ion in vacuum (80
= 1120 cm 1 for Co2+;4 : 1080 cm-' for Ni'+; Figgis1966).

nounced for Co2+.Recent experimental results by Guyot
et al. (1994)are in agreementwith this prediction.
AcxNowr,nocMENTS

tained crystal-field splitting measuresthe energy separation betweenthe lowest antibonding and the nonbonding
orbitals. This energy separation becomes larger as the
overlap between the ligand and metal orbitals becornes
stronger. Becausebond strength increaseswith orbital
overlap, A and CFSE are measuresof bond strength.If zr
interactions betweenligand and metal are considered,the
picture becomes slightly more complicated, as the nonbonding orbitals of the transition metal ion now become
weakly bonding or antibonding. However, becausethese
zr bonds are commonly weaker than o bonds, the basic
interpretationof A and CFSEas measuresof bond strength
is still valid.
The CFSE of 3370 cm-r for Ni2+ in the dodecahedral
site of garnet(Table 6) is exceptionallylow in comparison
with that of other minerals of the upper mantle: In olivine, the CFSEof Ni,+ in the Ml site is about 9500 cm-r,
and the CFSE values of Ni2+ in the Ml site of enstatite
and diopside are 8280 and 10800 cm-r, respectively
(Burns 1985). This explains why the garnet-olivine partition coefficient of Ni2+ is very low, between 0. I and
0.001 in the temperaturerangebetween600 and 1600"C
(Griffin et al. 1989; Canil 1994).The CFSE of Co2+in
garnet, on the other hand, is only slightly lower than the
valuesfor the Ml site of enstatite(6700 cffi-,), diopside
(6420 cm-,; Burns 1985),and probably olivine. Therefore, the garnet-olivine and garnet-pyroxenepartition coefficientsof Co2+should be close to unity, as is observed
(Matsui and Banno 1969; Bodinier et al. 1981. This
meansthat garnetin equilibrium with upper-mantle minerals should strongly fractionate Ni2* from Cor*. Moreover, large-scalecrystallization of majorite garnet from
an early magma ocean would have greatly increasedthe
Ni/Co ratio in the remaining mantle.
Becausethe crystal field in the large site of the perovskite structure is similar to the dodecahedralsite in garnet, some predictions on the partitioning of Ni and Co
in the lower mantle are possible.Our results srrggestthat
the CFSE of Ni2+ in perovskite and majorite is smaller
than in magnesiowtistite
(10200cm-r, Burns 1985),which
means that Ni2+ should strongly partition in favor of
magnesiowiistite. This effect should be much less pro-
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